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Please read all instructions carefully and keep it for future reference.
General Security Warning
Caution: The Product is not suitable for the children under 3 years
Danger: Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from babies and 
children, otherwise they may pose a choking hazard.
Danger: Lack of attachment may cause a risk of tipping.

Warning for Assembly

     Construction only by adults 

     Remove all Packaging, separate and count all parts and hardware.

     Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

     We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the area in which 

they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product unnecessarily once assembled.

     Ensure a secure surface during construction, and place the product always on a flat, 

steady and stable surface.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
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ACCESSORIES
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Side panel B
x 2

Storage box
x 6

Pole
x 4

Side panel A
x 2

Triangular plate
x 3

Back panel
x 1

Seat plate
x 1

Plum nut
x 48Large square plate

x 3
 Small square plate

x 1



INSTALLATION STEPS 

Step 1: Take out side panel A and side panel B and install seat board and 
four poles in turn, and screw on the nuts. Then install the small square 
plate and three large square plates, back panel on the side panel B, tighten 
with the nuts.
Step 2: Install the side panel B on the other side of the square plates, screw 
on the nuts. Then install three triangular plates on side panel B. When 
installing the triangular plate, the side with the longest distance between the 
triangular plate screw and the right angle should face the B plate.
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INSTALLATION STEPS 

Step 3: Install A plate on the other side of the triangle plate. Finally, put the 
six boxes on, and the installation is complete. 

WARNING 

1. This product is only suitable for home indoor use. When using the 
product, place the safety pad on the safety part of the rack. Children must 
be accompanied by adults to ensure safety during use.
2. This product can only be used by children under 50 kg (110 lbs) at the 
same time. 
3. It is recommended to keep this product away from dangerous sources 
(such as power cords, fences, sharp protrusions, high-temperature 
equipment or open flames, etc.).
4. In order to reduce the risk of falling, the fixing device should be placed at 
or below the ground level.
5. The packaging material is not a toy. Please dispose of plastic bags in 
time or keep them away from children to avoid suffocation.
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Customers should regularly check all parts for inspection and 
maintenance, check whether all bolts and nuts are tight, check the sharp 
edges of all protective covers and bolts, and tighten or replace them if 
necessary. If it is not checked, the product may be in danger of collapse or 
overturning. If any parts are severely worn or damaged, please stop using 
the product immediately and contact the store for replacement parts.
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

We would like to extend our hear�elt thanks to 

all of our customers for taking �me to assemble 

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!
US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich

www.costway.com

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service
Personalized Recommenda�ons
Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History

www.costway.com
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